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1. OOG SERIES

Thanks for choosing OOG series devices! 
"OOG" standing for Out Of Grid, this series includes a set of incredible Max For Live devices designed to write music and control 
instruments and effects in a brand new way.  
OOGs show as familiar tools, basically they are step sequencers with different purposes (a modulator, a monophonic step sequencer), 
but they offer unique features that will let you easily create incredible new music figures. 
OOG series lets you play with time as you never did it before! Being their engines audio-driven, OOG devices bring sound synthesis 
and processing technics (as sync, phase distortion, etc) to modulation and MIDI sequences manipulation, opening to new exciting 
perspectives. 
These are killer devices for users that want to go wild with time signature, complex time, micro articulations, odd grooves, IDM and 
experimental music. But they are also so versatile and easy to handle: they will become the best partners also for users looking for 
catchy bass lines, the perfect beat, and groovy modulations. 
To escape from the grid is just an option, it depends on you! 

This document will guide you through a complete overview of the products. After reading it, you should be able to use them on perfect, 
so we recommend that you take the time to read this guide in its entirely. 
Ableton Live 9 and the Max For Live add-on are required (refer to our website to know which are the Live version supported for every 
released version): OOG series devices are Max For Live devices and work both on Mac OS® X and Windows®. 
Thanks to the Max For Live total integration, each parameter of these devices is described in the Live Info View. 

We suggest to follow K-Devices via Facebook and Twitter, or sign up our Newsletter, in order to stay updated with K-Devices news 
future free updates.  
Follow us up also on YouTube for video tutorials, or via Instagram, where we created an hashtag for OOG devices quick tips: #oogtuts. 
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2. INSTALLATION

1. Unzip the downloaded file 
2. Double click on .alp file 
3. When Live asks for a location, we suggest to create a “K-Devices” folder where you want 
4. Let installation procedure ends 
5. Add “K-Devices” folder to Places via Live browser 
6. You’re done: enjoy your new Max For Live device! 

3. PACKS CONTENT
In the following grid you find all the content bundled with each device of OOG series. 

Twistor MOOR AutoTrig TATAT

Live 9 - Live 10 Live 9 - 10

Devices 1 1 1 - 2 1

Presets 24 25 17 11

Clips 4 15 - 36 33

Demo Sets 2 2 - 4

Drums - Sounds 7 - 9 2

Instrument Racks 1 - 0 - 10

Sound Design by K-Devices K-Devices Ivo Ivanov, Piezo, Stephan 
Bobinger, K-Devices

Ivo Ivanov, K-Devices
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4. TWISTOR
Twistor is a Max For Live audio effect designed to modulate anything you want in Ableton Live: any parameter in other devices, in Live’s 
UI, and in any third party plug-in. 
The user interface of Twistor is made to be self explanatory: when you edit some parameters, animations on interface will let you easily 
understand what the parameter does. Of course you also get the description of each parameter in the Live Info View. 
Another good news about Twistor is its deep integration with Push2, check the 6.1.1 section of this manual for details. 

   

Twistor is pure modulation magic.  
You can create modulations going beyond your imagination. For example you can choose to have a modulation pattern during one bar, 
but instead of classic four, eight, or sixteen steps, you can set any steps number you want, let’s say thirteen, lock the current length 
(one bar), then randomize steps duration to make the sum of different duration values of your thirteen steps always gives one bar! Can 
you imagine the crazy results this can produce? 
And this is just the beginning…  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4.1 HOW TWISTOR WORKS
Twistor parameters are hosted in a beautiful, unique user interface.  
As for other devices in OOG series, the sequence is driven by a signal ramp. 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device and copyright; if you connected Push2 to your computer after the device loaded, click 
here to let Twistor recognize Push2 

2. Default - Reset all device parameters to default settings 
3. Connect Push2 - Enables exclusive use of grid. It's possible to enable this function also by holding both Shift+Select on Push2 
4. Length - Number of active steps 
5. Numerator - Numerator of time resolution 
6. Denominator - Denominator of time resolution 
7. Kind - Kind of time resolution 
8. Shift - Introduces a delay time where 100% is equal to time resolution 
9. Shift Display - A visual feedback for the Shift parameter 
10. Bend - Bends the phase of the sequence; it moves the playhead from linear to logarithmic or exponential 
11. Bend Display - A visual feedback for the Bend parameter 
12. Given Length - This is the length of the sequence before the Rate process: it’s the result of Numerator/Denominator/Kind x number 

of steps 
13. Rate - Multiplies the length of the sequence by this factor 
14. Resulted Length - This is the effective length of your sequence, the result of Given Length multiplied by Rate 
15. Steps - You can edit and see the modulation value of each step 
16. Show Steps - If enabled, an editable number box will be displayed for each step; we designed Twistor to create modulation just 

listening to results, but if you want to see and edit exact value numbers for your steps, this option does the job 
17. Durations - Changes duration of this step. Available values are 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 400% of time resolution 
18. Range Max - Scales the generated control signal to this maximum value 
19. Range Min - Scales the generated control signal to this minimum value 
20. Smooth - Introduces an interpolation time between steps; duration range is from 0 to 100% of the time resolution 
21. Smooth Display - A visual feedback for the Smooth parameter 
22. Set Target - Click here, then on any parameter to set it as target 
23. Clear Target - Click and hold for 1 second to clear the modulation target; holding is to avoid accidental changes of target 
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24. Target - The modulated parameter 
25. Snapshots - Shift+click to store a snapshot. Click to recall. Time resolution parameters (Numerator, Denominator, Kind) are not 

included in snapshots 
26. Clear Snapshots - To clear all snapshots, click and hold for 1 second; holding is to avoid accidental use of this parameter 
27. Select Snapshot - Recall selected snapshot 
28. Value Default - Sets all steps value to the current value of the first one 
29. Value Random - Randomizes all step values 
30. Durations Default - Sets all steps duration to 100% of current time resolution settings 
31. Durations Random - Randomizes all steps duration 
32. Length Lock - Lock the Resulted Length: new random operations on duration will give different values that summed are equal to 

the current locked length 

4.2 HOW TO USE TWISTOR
Twistor is easy to master. 
You can start considering a classic step sequencer modulator: steps of a given duration sending values to a controlled parameter, 
according to a time resolution. The main difference with a classic step sequencer is that in Twistor each step can have an exclusive 
duration: by modifying the single step duration, and by manipulating the phase of the entire pattern. 
The best way to understand how Twistor works is to see at it; from left to right, starting in default settings. 
First you set a number of step, and a time resolution. For example, eight steps at 8n, that makes one bar. 
Your eight steps will send a modulation value to the target, each 8n.  
The value is then scaled by minimal and maximal range, to perfectly fit your target and purposes. 
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You can change the duration of the pattern. For example, if you change time res in 4n, then your sequence will get double duration, 
since there are now eight steps at 4n, that makes two bars. But you can also use the Rate parameter to let the given length of one bar 
become one half, the double of it, one time and a half, etc, always keeping the same number of steps.  
You can modify the sync position of your pattern with Shift: if you have time res equal to 8n, and if you set Shift at 50%, then all your 
sequence will be delayed by 16n. You can use Bend to let the playhead make movements from linear, to exponential, or logarithmic, 
dynamically changing the duration of each step, always keeping the given length for the whole sequence! Ins’t amazing?! 

  

Let’s talk about the single duration of each step. Forget for a moment all the parameters let you twist the modulation pattern, and focus 
just on this crucial feature. Come back to the initial example: eight steps at 8n, Rate equal to 1, that gives a one bar sequence.   

There are two ways here to interact with this feature: 
1- You can modify the duration of each step by hand, listening to the results, and keeping an eye on the Resulted Length, since this will 
change. This will bring you far from the grid concept, opening to new possibilities: your ears only can evaluate the results. 
2- You can choose to gone wild with time, all staying in the safe sanctuary of the grid, locking the current length with the toggle on 
bottom right corner of the device. Random operations will deliver now different values for each step, all keeping the sum of durations  
equal to the length you set and locked. This is an easy way to control this feature, that brings amazing controlled results! 

SNAPSHOTS!
Finally, you can store up to four sequences that you can easily recall by automation, external controller, or thanks to the exclusive 
Push2 integration (see 6.1.1). This injects even more live in your modulation!  

VIDEO EXAMPLE

Check this Instagram video to see how Bend can affect your 
modulation pattern!
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5. MOOR
MOOR is a Max For Live MIDI effect that generates and manipulates monophonic MIDI notes sequences. 

“MOOR" is a sort of arbitrary contraction of “Mono Oracle”, that was the codename during the development. This is still useful to 
explain the nature of this device:  
- Mono: it’s a monophonic step sequencer 
- Oracle: it lets user ask for something, then it elaborates a personal “answer”, specially considering pitch and notes duration 

  

The user interface of MOOR is made to be self explanatory: when you edit some parameters, animations on interface will let you easily 
understand what the parameter does. Of course you can also read a description of each parameter in the Live Info View. 
Another good news about MOOR is its deep integration with Push2, check the 6.2.1 section of this manual for details. 
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VIDEO EXAMPLE

Check this Instagram video 
to see how different 

durations can affect your 
sequence!

https://www.instagram.com/p/BaeSCOqnytc/
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5.1 HOW MOOR WORKS
MOOR have terrific features for a tool of its class, all in a beautiful user interface.  
As for other devices in OOG series, the sequence is driven by a signal ramp. 
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device and copyright; if you connected Push2 to your computer after the device loaded, click 
here to let MOOR recognize Push2 

2. Default - Reset all device parameters to default settings 
3. Length - Number of active steps 
4. Numerator - Numerator of time resolution 
5. Denominator - Denominator of time resolution 
6. Kind - Kind of time resolution 
7. Root Pitch - Set a note as root 
8. Root Octave - Set an octave as root 
9. Shift - Introduces a delay time where 100% is equal to time resolution 
10. Shift Display - A visual feedback for the Shift parameter 
11. Bend - Bends the phase of the sequence; it moves the playhead from linear to logarithmic or exponential 
12. Bend Display - A visual feedback for the Bend parameter 
13. Given Length - This is the length of the sequence before the Rate process: it’s the result of Numerator/Denominator/Kind x number 

of steps 
14. Rate - Multiplies the length of the sequence by this factor 
15. Resulted Length - This is the effective length of your sequence, the result of Given Length multiplied by Rate 
16. Steps Parameter - Select to edit velocity or chance value for steps 
17. Steps - Edit selected parameter, see values for velocity (vertical value) and chance (opacity). 
18. Note - Set a note for this step 
19. Up - Transpose this note an octave up 
20. Down - Transpose this note an octave down 
21. Durations - Changes duration of this step. Available values are 25, 50, 75, 100, 150, 200, and 400% of time resolution 
22. Values Same - Sets all steps value at the same: for velocity is equal to the value of first step, for chance is equal to 100%, for notes 

is equal to root pitch and octave, for duration is equal to 100%. 
23. Values Random - Randomizes all steps value 
24. Values Scramble - Scrambles all steps value 
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25. Set Notes Chance for Random - Click here to open an external window where you can set the chance for each interval to get 
used 

26. Length Lock - Lock the Resulted Length: new random operations on duration will give different values that summed are equal to 
the current locked length 

27. Quantized Snapshots - If enabled, the selected snapshot will be recalled only at the end of the current sequence (only via number 
box or Push2; click directly on snapshot square is excluded from this function) 

28. Snapshots - Shift+click to store a snapshot. Click to recall. Time resolution parameters (Numerator, Denominator, Kind) are not 
included in snapshots 

29. Clear Snapshots - To clear all snapshots, click and hold for 1 second; this is to avoid accidental use of this parameter 
30. Select Snapshot - Recall selected snapshot 
31. Hold Notes - If enabled, in case of silence, the previous note will be kept on 
32. Export - Click here to export a clip with the current sequence  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6. AUTOTRIG
AutoTrig is a Max For Live MIDI device designed to create patterns and sequences in a brand new, and challenging way.  
With a 4 tracks structure, AutoTrig can handle up to six MIDI notes. It allows also to save internal snapshots, meaning that you can save 
different notes in different snapshots, opening to sound variations on the fly. 
AutoTrig is an all-knobs rhythmic arsenal; its easy-to-understand user interface, hides an indomitable power.  
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6.1 HOW AUTOTRIG WORKS
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device and copyright; if you connected Push2 to your computer after the device loaded, click 
here to let AutoTrig recognize Push2 

2. Default - Reset all device parameters to default settings 
3. Thru - Let incoming MIDI notes pass thru 
4. Numerator - Numerator of main time resolution 
5. Denominator - Denominator of main time resolution 
6. Main Ratio - Scale main time resolution by this factor 
7. Shift - Set a delay time where 100% is equal to main time resolution (scaled by main ratio) 
8. Ratio - Scale main time resolution exclusively for each track 
9. Random Ratio - Set random values for ratio parameter in all tracks 
10. More - Add a given number of trigger per cycle; this is a mysterious parameter, try it! 
11. Less - Chance to mute some notes 
12. Velocity, tracks 3 and 4 - Velocity value for generated notes 
13. Velocity Steps, tracks 1 and 2 - If equal to 1, then velocity lower value will be the value for each generated notes. If greater than 1, 

then velocity values will go from lower to higher values. 
14. Velocity lower value, track 1 and 2 - If velocity steps is equal to 1, this is the value for all notes, otherwise this will be the lower 

range of a cycle which length is given by velocity steps parameter 
15. Velocity higher value, tracks 1 and 2 - Higher range of a cycle which length is given by velocity steps parameter, displayed only if 

velocity steps value is greater than 1 
16. Chance Note Selector, track 3 and 4 - Set the chance to trigger Note A or Note B on a track 
17. Chance Note A Lock - If enabled, Note A will be triggered also when Note B is 
18. Mute - Chance to mute some notes of a track 
19. Led - Triggered notes visual feedback 
20. Note - Choose notes for a track 
21. Chance Snapshots selector - When “Probabs” is enabled, chance for each snapshots to be selected 
22. Snapshots Probability Selector Toggle - If enabled, snapshots will be selected automatically, according to multislider values 
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23. Snapshots - Shift+click to store a snapshot. Click to recall. Main ratio resolution parameter is not included in snapshots  
24. Recall Snapshots - Use this value to recall snapshots by hand, automation, or remote control 
25. Clear Snapshots - To clear all snapshots, click and hold for 1 second; this is to avoid accidental use of this parameter 

6.2 MIMU6, THE AUTOTRIG AUDIO PAL
When you drop MiMu6 in a MIDI track hosting AutoTrig, these two start talking… they are friends! AutoTrig changes its interface, hiding 
MIDI note boxes, and sending its trigger messages to MiMu6, that handles and routes them to several audio tracks, thanks to its 
multichannel power. That means that you can use these two to send trig/gate and control audio signals out of your computer, 
controlling CV outboard, like your eurorack modular synth ;) 
For each AutoTrig track, MiMu6 sends a trig or gate and an amplitude value to a destination. MiMu6 requires Live 10. In order to use 
the CV signal feature a DC coupled audio interface or D/A converter is required. 
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7. TATAT
TATAT is a Max For Live MIDI designed for three main purposes: 
• to create always-changing sequences 
• to quickly sketch and store melodic ideas 
• to add unexpected events to fixed patterns 
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7.1 HOW TATAT WORKS
TATAT is a lunatic device.  
You cannot say to TATAT what to do, but you can suggest a way: thanks to generation and processing parameters you can set a mood 
for TATAT. This depends on notes interval, time fragmentation, and other factors. Once you set a mood you are happy with, you'll listen 
to an infinite stream of events, always changing, all staying in the mood (and in sync!). At this point, according to your needs, you can 
choose between live or fixed attitude. 
If you are happy to get the infinite stream, and you want to play it live, you can have serious fun tweaking Ratio and Liv-Mem 
parameters, some chances for notes and time resolution, or, again, 
changing notes on the fly with a keyboard or Push.  
Going live you can maybe also need some stability: Liv-Mem it's done for 
that! 

If you was looking for some terrific patterns/riff/lines, then you did right to 
load TATAT too. With your mood well shaped, you just have to click on 
Export. For each click, TATAT will create a brand new Live MIDI clip. 
Obviously you can set the length you want. When it's done, you can 
disable TATAT (or even delete it), and just launch the clips! TATAT export 
only cool clips! 
There is also a third way to use TATAT, and we love it. Thanks to Thru 
toggle, TATAT lets pass incoming MIDI messages: to put some instability 
on a boring fixed MIDI clip, let's TATAT play on top of a fixed content! A 
basic example could be that you create a kick-snare simple clip, the you 
let TATAT work on some hats madness. Or you load a full drums pattern, 
you mute the snare notes, and you let TATAT take care of this part. 
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VIDEO EXAMPLE

Check this Instagram video to see TATAT exporting always 
cool MIDI clips in your Live project!

VIDEO EXAMPLE

Check this Instagram video to see how you can add static 
buffered elements into the stream thanks to liv-mem.

https://www.instagram.com/p/Bi5OvmygcRR/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BjvIpnbgU7i/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BjvIpnbgU7i/
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bi5OvmygcRR/
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1. Logo - Click here for version of the device and copyright 
2. Default - Reset all device parameters to default settings 
3. Thru - Let incoming MIDI notes pass thru 
4. Play - Enable/Disable the stream 
5. Numerators - Numerator for time resolutions 
6. Denominators - Denominator for time resolutions 
7. Ratio - Scale all time resolutions by this factor 
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8. Time Resolution Chance - Set chance for each time resolution to be selected 
9. Keys - If enabled, user sets up to four notes with incoming MIDI notes (press and hold to set up notes from 1 to 4) 
10. Notes - Set notes for the stream 
11. Notes Chance - Set chance for each note to be triggered 
12. Bichords Intervals - Set intervals for bichords
13. Intervals Chance - Set the chance to pick up interval 1 or 2 when a bichord is triggered 
14. Bichords Chance - Set che chance that a bichord is triggered 
15. Velocity Main Value - Set main velocity value 
16. Velocity Variation Mode - Set to add or subtract variation value to main value 
17. Velocity Variation Value - Set a variation value to add or subtract to main value 
18. Delay Value - Set a delay value for generated notes (0-100% of time resolution) 
19. Delay Mode - Mute or play the dry note  
20. Delay Random Mode - If enabled, delay value will be the higher range for random operations 
21. Lentgh Value - Set note length (0-100% of time resolution) 
22. Length Random Mode - If enabled, length value will be the higher value for random operations 
23. Less Value - Set the chance to mute some notes 
24. Led - Triggered notes visual feedback  
25. Operations Numerator - Numerator value to set a length for operations in this section 
26. Operations Denominator - Denominator value to set a length for operations in this section 
27. Liv-Mem - If equal to 0%, then the generated notes are recorded in a buffer with given length, live notes are triggered. If different 

from 0%, then recording stops, the buffer is locked, and this value become the chance to play live notes or buffer content. If equal 
to 100%, then just buffer content will be played in loop. 

28. Export Clips - Click to export MIDI clips with a given length, according to current settings 
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8. PUSH IMPLEMENTATION
All OOG devices are perfectly integrated with Push.  
Twistor, MOOR, and AutoTrig add also a custom grid for a deeper implementation. 

8.1 TWISTOR

8.1.1 CUSTOM TEMPLATE
If you enable Push2 toggle, you get a custom configuration of the grid, and a powerful way to edit sequences step by step.  
You can enable/disable the Push2 toggle by clicking on it, or holding shift+select on Push2. 
Also if Push2 is enabled, grid configuration will come back to standard status every time you focus on another device, to get back on 
custom configuration once Twistor is selected again.  

1st page
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Length Num Den Kind Value Duration

2nd page
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Shift Bend Rate Smooth Min Max Snapshots
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This is how Push2 grid looks like and works once you enabled “Push2” toggle. 
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random values

default values paste copied values to next 
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copy value and duration 
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1 2 3 4; stored slots are 
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default duration

random duration

press and hold one second 
to store snapshots 1 2 3 4
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8.1.2 USING THE CUSTOM GRID
You can easily edit value and duration for each step using pads and last two encoders of Bank 1. 
Just click on a step pad; you can click on values (red) or durations (green), it's exactly the same, what matters here is the step number. 
Clicking on a pad you tell Twistor you want to see and edit value and duration for this step. 
Once you selected a step pad, “Value” and “Duration" encoders of Bank 1 will display immediately current values for the this step; use 
them to edit these parameters.  
If you want quickly set more than one step on same values just select one step, then click on Copy pad (first row, pad 4), then on other 
steps, always copying values in by clicking on Paste pad (first row, pad 5). It’s easy and powerful! 

To let user understand the sequence in a sight, value and duration pads change color according to values of each step:  
- values get six different red degrees  
- duration get seven different colours: green, if duration is equal to Main Time Resolution, three degrees of white for the values < of, 

and three degrees of yellow for the values > of  
Please note: colors configuration needs power supply to work correctly.  
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8.2 MOOR

8.2.1 CUSTOM TEMPLATE
If you enable Push2 toggle, you get a custom configuration of the grid, and a powerful way to edit sequences step by step.  
You can enable/disable the Push2 toggle by clicking on it, or holding shift+select on Push2. 
Also if Push2 is enabled, grid configuration will come back to standard status every time you focus on another device, to get back on 
custom configuration once MOOR is selected again.  

1st page
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Length Num Den Kind Shift Bend Rate Snapshot

2nd page
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Root Pitch Root Oct Velocity Chance Pitch Duration
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This is how Push2 grid looks like and works once you enabled “Push2” toggle. 
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8.2.2 USING THE CUSTOM GRID
You can easily edit velocity, chance, duration, and pitch for each step using pads and encoders of Bank 2. 
Just click on a step pad; you can click on velocity (red) or durations (green), it's exactly the same, what matters here is the step 
number. Clicking on a pad you tell MOOR you want to see and edit the parameters for this step. 
Once you selected a step pad, “Velocity”, “Chance”, “Duration” and “Pitch" encoders of Bank 2 will display immediately current values 
for the this step; use them to edit these parameters. 
If you want quickly set more than one step on same values just click on one step, then on Copy pad (row 4, pad 4), then on other 
steps, always copying values in by clicking on Paste pad (row 4, pad 5). It’s easy and powerful! 

To let user understand the sequence in a sight, velocity and duration pads change color according to values of each step:  
- velocity get six different red degrees  
- duration get seven different colours: green, if duration is equal to Main Time Resolution, three degrees of white for the values < of, 

and three degrees of yellow for the values > of  
Please note: colors configuration needs power supply to work correctly. 
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8.3 AUTOTRIG

Global
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Numerator Denominator Main Ratio

Track1
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Shift Ratio More Less Vel Steps Vel Min Vel Max Mute

Track 2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Shift Ratio More Less Vel Steps Vel Min Vel Max Mute

Track 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Shift Ratio More Less Velocity Selector Lock 1 Mute

Track 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Shift Ratio More Less Velocity Selector Lock 1 Mute

Notes
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Note 1 Note 2 Note 3 A Note 3 B Note 4 A Note 4 B

Snapshots
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Snap 1 Chance Snap 2 Chance Snap 3 Chance Snap 4 Chance Probabilities Snapshot
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8.3.1 CUSTOM TEMPLATE
If you enable Push2 toggle, you get a custom configuration of the grid, bringing a powerful way to store/recall snapshots, and a useful 
visual feedback. 
You can enable/disable the Push2 toggle by clicking on it, or holding shift+select on Push2. 
Also if Push2 is enabled, grid configuration will come back to standard status every time you focus on another device, to get back on 
custom configuration once AutoTrig is selected again. 
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press and hold one second 
to store snapshots 1 2 3 4

random ratio

press and hold one second 
to store snapshots 1 2 3 4

recall snapshots 1 2 3 4recall snapshots 1 2 3 4

press and hold to clear all 
snapshots

visual feedback 
(cursors)
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